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An African Love Story
2012-03-01

daphne sheldrick s best selling love story of romance life and elephants an african
love story love life and elephants is an incredible story from africa s greatest
living conservationist a typical day for daphne involves rescuing baby elephants
from poachers finding homes for orphan elephants all the while campaigning the ever
present threat of poaching for the ivory trade an african love story is the
incredible memoir of her life it tells two stories one is the extraordinary love
story which blossomed when daphne fell head over heels with tsavo game park and its
famous warden david sheldrick the second is the love story of how daphne and david
who devoted their lives to saving elephant orphans at first losing every infant
under the age of two until daphne at last managed to devise the first ever milk
formula which would keep them alive compulsively readable mail on sunday an
enchanting memoir telegraph daphne sheldrick has spent her entire life in kenya for
over 25 years she and her husband david the famous founder of the the giant tsavo
national park raised and rehabilitated back into the wild orphans of misfortune from
many different wild species these included elephants rhinos buffaloes zebra eland
kudu impala warthogs and many other smaller animals in 2006 she was made dame
commander of the british empire by the queen

Love of Elephants
2012-05-08

daphne sheldrick whose family arrived in africa from scotland in the 1820s is the
first person ever to have successfully hand reared newborn elephants her deep
empathy and understanding her years of observing kenya s rich variety of wildlife
and her pioneering work in perfecting the right husbandry and milk formula have
saved countless elephants rhinos and other baby animals from certain death in this
heartwarming and poignant memoir daphne shares her amazing relationships with a host
of orphans including her first love bushy a liquid eyed antelope rickey tickey tavey
the little dwarf mongoose gregory peck the busy buffalo weaver bird huppety the
mischievous zebra and the majestic elephant eleanor with whom daphne has shared more
than forty years of great friendship but this is also a magical and heartbreaking
human love story between daphne and david sheldrick the famous tsavo park warden it
was their deep and passionate love david s extraordinary insight into all aspects of
nature and the tragedy of his early death that inspired daphne s vast array of
achievements most notably the founding of the world renowned david sheldrick
wildlife trust and the orphans nursery in nairobi national park where daphne
continues to live and work to this day encompassing not only david and daphne s
tireless campaign for an end to poaching and for conserving kenya s wildlife but
also their ability to engage with the human side of animals and their rearing of the
orphans expressly so they can return to the wild love life and elephants is alive
with compassion and humor providing a rare insight into the life of one of the world
s most remarkable women

Love, Life, and Elephants
2012

a typical day for daphne involves rescuing baby elephants from poachers finding
homes for orphan elephants all the while campaigning against the possibility that
the ivory trade might be re opened an african love story is the incredible memoir of
her life it tells two stories the first is the tsavo years and the extraordinary



love story which blossomed when the young daphne moved to tsavo with her first
husband and fell head over heels with both the park and its famous warden david
sheldrick the second is the love story of how daphne and david who devoted their
lives to saving elephant orphans at first losing every infant under the age of two
until daphne at last managed to devise the first ever milk formula which would keep
them alive publishers description

An African Love Story
2014-10-01

why do we love elephants so much is it because they re a lot like us in this
beautifully photographed book discover the amazing ways and wisdom of the sacred
asian elephant learn how these gentlest of giants live and work and love how they
share many of the characteristics of humankind including family devotion kindness
and intelligence and how despite sanctions they are still being killed at an
alarming rate a percentage of your purchase will support elephantstay in ayutthaya
thailand to maintain and develop their conservation protection and breeding program
in this small way we hope this small book will assist with the preservation of a
truly endangered species

For the Love of Elephants
2017-08-03

elephants are amazing creatures they go on incredible migrations know that granny
knows best can incredibly clever and can scare off lions with their huge ears you
can show you love them by buying fsc products and never buying anything made of
ivory discover ten reasons why elephants are amazing and five ways you can show they
love them in this gorgeous picture book written by non fiction expert catherine barr
a must for any young animal enthusiast and a fantastic introduction to environmental
issues

10 Reasons to Love an... Elephant
2016-12-20

when an elephant falls in love he does many foolish things and never tells her how
he feels until one day the doorbell rings

When an Elephant Falls in Love
1980

bestselling author john davidson presents elephants for kids amazing animal books
for young readers beautiful pictures and easy reading format will help children fall
in love with elephants this is one of over 20 books in the amazing animal books for
young readers series the series is known as one of the most beautiful on the kindle
the pictures look great even in black and white and are excellent on the full color
kindle lots of facts and photos will help your children learn about this wonderful
animal children are given a well rounded understanding of this beautiful animal its
anatomy feeding habits and behavior you and your kids will love learning about
elephants table of contents introduction chapter 1 about elephants chapter 2 the
evolution of elephants chapter 3 elephant features chapter 4 where elephants live
chapter 5 how elephants eat chapter 6 how elephants communicate chapter 7 life in
the herd chapter 8 african elephants chapter 9 asian elephants chapter 10 fun



elephant facts chapter 11 elephant pictures introduction the world of elephants is a
fascinating place there is so much we can learn about them and yet there are still
mysteries about them waiting to be revealed there may be stories you have heard
about elephants now the question is are those stores fact or fiction are they true
or false one bit of information you may have heard is that elephants have a good
memory that is very true it is so true that it is believed that elephants have a
better memory than humans do elephants can remember other elephants that they may
not have seen in years they can also remember being treated unkindly by someone even
though many years may have passed another story that is often thought about with
elephants is are they afraid of mice you might have heard that elephants fear mice
because they can run up the elephant s trunk but the answer here is that this story
is not true and there is no proof of any kind to support this it may not surprise
you know that the elephants of today are related to the ice age mammoth at one time
there were over 350 different species of elephants yet today we have only two
species left can you name the two species what you may be surprised to learn is that
elephants were not always the large creatures you see today in fact in prehistoric
times the elephant was as small as the size of a cow or pig would it surprise you to
learn that the elephants of today are related to the sea cow known as the manatee
did you know that when the elephants flap their ears they do it for a reason or do
you know what jobs the elephants use their tusks for an elephant s tusk can be
smaller on one side than the other do you know the reason why did you know that a
female elephant will spend her whole life in one herd while the male elephant
usually live their lives alone sometime after the age of 14 as you can see there are
many interesting things that can be learned about this tremendous sized animal with
the ivory tusks

An Elephant Called Eleanor
2013-05-15

a book to take readers into another world caroline jones ao presenter australian
story a raw honest story that needs to be heard tony park bestselling author of an
empty coast this mesmerizing book is not just about a love of elephants it is also
about the indomitable spirit of someone who followed her passion cynthia moss world
renowned elephant specialist celebrated in the bbc s echo of the elephants in 2001
sharon pincott traded her privileged life as a high flying corporate executive to
start a new one with the presidential elephants of zimbabwe she was unpaid untrained
self funded and arrived with the starry eyed idealism of most foreigners during
early encounters with africa for thirteen years the worst in zimbabwe s volatile
history this intrepid australian woman lived in the hwange bush fighting for the
lives of these elephants forming an extraordinary and life changing bond with them
powerfully moving sometimes disturbing and often very funny elephant dawn is a
celebration of love courage and honour amongst our greatest land mammals with
resilience beyond measure sharon earns the supreme right to call them family

Elephants For Kids - Amazing Animal Books for Young
Readers
2016-05-25

when their families were massacred for ivory their calves cowered in terror through
love and community they overcame trauma and bloomed surefooted and joyous grown into
adults they show us that being big doesn t mean using your strength to harm others
this is a magical story of resilience healing and hope these orphans teach us how to
come back when everything you had is gone as a psychologist mary baures specializes
in helping people recover from horrific loss she is an african wildlife photographer



who adopted four traumatized baby elephants who watched their families massacred for
ivory this book explores their miraculous journey back to trust and love she is the
author of undaunted spirits portraits of recovery from trauma and many other
publications on healing dr baures has a private practice in beverly massachusetts
she is one of the organizers of the boston global march for elephants and rhinos she
is co producer of the documentary film strong at the broken places turning trauma
into recovery this wonderfully written and magnificently photographed book about
orphan elephants makes us understand the powerful similarities and connections
between humans and animals when we understand this the slaughter of elephants for
ivory becomes a crime against all we aspire to be as human beings margaret lazarus
academy award winning filmmaker of defending our lives

Elephant Dawn
2015-10-30

for millennia humans have revered adored and exploited elephants this kaleidoscopic
account uncovers the ways in which elephants have shaped history art religion and
popular culture

Love Heals Baby Elephants; Rebirthing Ivory Orphans
2004-01-01

the amazing true story of a herd of elephants the man who saved them and the miracle
of love that brought them home one day in 1999 lawrence anthony and françoise malby
hear that a herd of wild african elephants need a new home they welcome the
elephants to their wildlife sanctuary thula thula with open arms but the elephants
are much less sure they want to stay how will lawrence prove to them that they are
safe and loved what follows is a gorgeously illustrated real life story of a
friendship and the story of the miraculous way that love given freely will return
greater and more wonderful than it began touching animal friendships owen and mzee
tarra and bella rescue and jessica touching true stories of the emotional bonds
possible between species are charming and speak to the limitlessness of love
elephant appeal elephants are one of the most fascinating and charming wild animals
in all of nature this heartwarming true story will intrigue and inspire children and
turn even the most reluctant readers into elephant enthusiasts conservation theme
this book tells the true story of caring for one of the world s most beloved
endangered animals the african elephant this book is a great upbeat jumping off
point for discussions of the importance of preserving endangered species and their
environments engaging nonfiction there s no better way to get readers hooked on
factual books than to offer them real life stories with heart and meaning strong
curriculum connections the next generation science standards ngss emphasize learning
about animal habitats biomes in k 2 curriculums while later grades address topics
like conservation and endangered species with a depth of research and an engaging
highly visual narrative this book is an excellent resource for librarians and
primary school educators perfect for kindergarten and elementary school teachers
parents and grandparents librarians lovers of animals wildlife and the natural world
zoo and natural history museumgoers

Love, War and Circuses
2021-05-18

i love elephants great notebook for elephant lovers everywhere young not so young
the front back coves have pictures of elephants having fun in the mud order yours



today

The Elephants Come Home
2019-02-15

a true personal story about a cowboy and his elephant as told by his daughter

I Love Elephants
2018-06-25

elephants are highly sociable many can see elephants in the circus or at the zoo
these large mammals has two species that are recognized the african elephant and the
asian elephant all children love animals and this book all about elephants will keep
your little ones captivated all about elephants will have your child come eye to eye
with this giant mammal as they find out the true fun facts of where elephants live
what they eat their social life and what elephants needs to survive towards the end
of this book children will read all about elephants with the added fun facts your
child will love and a comprehension section to test their knowledge of what they
have read i m sure your child will be captivated by the wonderful and colorful
pictures and all of the true facts and interesting things about elephants do your
child a big favor and pick this one up you ll be glad you did other books by nadine
rhinedorf interesting things children should know about bears get inside the world
of lions the tiger fact book

Elephants Love Cowboys Too!
2013-04-30

the international bestseller malby anthony offers a book of great inspiration and
wide appeal to nature loving readers publishers weekly a heart warming sequel to the
international bestseller the elephant whisperer by lawrence anthony s wife françoise
malby anthony a chic parisienne françoise never expected to find herself living on a
south african game reserve but then she fell in love with conservationist lawrence
anthony and everything changed after lawrence s death françoise faced the daunting
responsibility of running thula thula without him poachers attacked their rhinos
their security team wouldn t take orders from a woman and the authorities were
threatening to cull their beloved elephant family on top of that the herd s feisty
new matriarch frankie didn t like her in this heart warming and moving book
françoise describes how she fought to protect the herd and to make her dream of
building a wildlife rescue center a reality she found herself caring for a lost baby
elephant who turned up at her house and offering refuge to traumatized orphaned
rhinos and a hippo called charlie who was scared of water as she learned to trust
herself she discovered she d had frankie wrong all along filled with extraordinary
animals and the humans who dedicate their lives to saving them an elephant in my
kitchen is a captivating and gripping read

All About Elephants
2019-11-05

a soft cover journal featuring cute grey elephant with the words i love elephants
and red hearts the pages inside include lined paper with an elephant border you can
use this for anything you like such as passwords diary stationary recipes dreams and
all your writing needs



An Elephant in My Kitchen
2019-03-25

a soft cover journal featuring cute grey elephant with the words i love elephants
and black hearts the pages inside include lined paper with an elephant border you
can use this for anything you like such as passwords diary stationary recipes dreams
and all your writing needs

I Love Elephants
2019-03-25

a 6 x 9 inch 110 page dot bullet notebook journal with a funny and cute elephant
print cover a great gift idea to give to any elephant lovers

I Love Elephants
2019-09-30

this elephant quote journal notebook makes the ideal appreciation gift for any
family members or friends this elephant notebook features 110 blank pages and is 6 x
9 inches in size

I Just Freaking Love Elephants, OK?
2019-05-13

dear joe your wild noisy huge brother is dead i couldn t do what my parents did
bring two boys four years apart through the maze in 72 prose poems of extraordinary
power and vividness michael rosen tells the story of a life his left wing jewish
upbringing with baffling childhood trips to trafalgar square eastern europe and
hospital followed by trainee days at the bbc under the watchful eyes of mi5
breakdown of a marriage development of a new relationship and the joy of a new baby
and in a core series of pieces the central calamity of his life the sudden death
from meningitis of his eighteen year old son rather you than me said one of the
neighbours on hearing the news a remark that rosen records as he does much else to
do with the death with a surprised painful honesty which constantly brings the
reader up short unflinching totally lacking in mawkishness and self pity carrying
the elephant is a triumph of imagination and curiosity

Keep Calm and Love Elephants
2002

this is the story of emmett elephant one day with the help of his friends patrick
egret and gregg giraffe he learns a very important thing smart elephants know that
listening to their heart even in sadness is a strong thing to do this is a gentle
picture book that teaches children about the death of a grandparent and the strength
of family and friendship

Carrying the Elephant
2021-10-15

the elephant doctor of india is the heart quickening true story of a boy who loved



elephants and grew up to forge a maverick path to help them dramatic moving and
packed with fascinating elephant facts young readers will find inspiration and
excitement on every page no matter what age you are if you love elephants you will
love this book sy montgomery author of the soul of an octopus and kakapo rescue
early on a january morning in 2015 a young bull elephant touched on a sagging
electric line in the paneri tea plantation in the udalgari district of assam india
the elephant s soft padded feet conducted the current and the animal fell kicking in
the mud the local veterinarian called to the scene thought the tusker was going to
die the forest department warden called the one person who could help dr kushal
konwar sarma india s beloved elephant doctor the elephant doctor of india brings the
middle grade reader into the heart of assam a remote land of tea plantations paddy
fields and ancient forests to tell the true story of the last viable population of
wild asian elephants and one man who is dedicated to saving them author janie
chodosh spent time with dr sarma and brings his incredible story and the lives of
these magnificent animals to readers in classrooms everywhere

Emmett Elephant's Love
2021-03-02

an extraordinary book about an extraordinary animal s intermingling with humans it
is full of fascinating stories astute observations amazing facts the sections
dealing with modern zoos circuses are especially relevant even urgent today author
eric scigliano has firsthand experience with elephants he views all possible
information about elephants with reason clarity an unsurpassed history of the
relationship between elephants people Ó fascinating photos illustrations

The Elephant Doctor of India
2005-03-01

i love elephants because is one book in a series called i love animals because read
them all and discover fun and interesting facts about amazing creatures on our earth
and see how you can love them too this book is perfect for your home school
classrooms homeschools libraries doctor and dentist offices zoos science museums and
waiting rooms

Love, War, and Circuses
2018-03-12

through the lens of rowe s relationships with two kenyan conservationistswangari
maathai and daphne sheldrickthis book surveys a number of prejudices that many of us
who are fortunate to be born with the privileges attached to our skin color sex and
access to resources don t like to deal with race misogyny and the legacy of empire
by examining the two women s memoirs unbowed and love life and elephants both of
which were launched following talks at the american museum of natural history in new
york city these metaphorical elephants in the room are combined with a study of the
exploitation of actual elephants on the continent of africa and the iterations of
memory that are disclosed or hidden in the writing of memoirs and the collecting of
bones for museums

I Love Elephants Because... .
2001-01-01



this elephant quote journal notebook makes the ideal appreciation gift for any
family members or friends this elephant notebook features 110 blank pages and is 6 x
9 inches in size

Elephants in Love and Other Poems
2013

keep calm and love elephants cute notebook cute notebook compostion for boys and
girls kids and adults very unique and cute notebook with loving elephant theme
perfect for personal use for example your notes or travel plans also for your whole
office get yours today it has as many as 120 lined pages where you can color draw or
write down everything what will come to your mind you can write your goals take it
to college or make a unforgettable gift for your kids or your beloved one
specifications cover matte dimensions 6 x 9 15 24 x 22 86 cm interior white paper
lined pages 120 notebooks from pink panda press are perfect gifts for kids and
adults in any age also for someone who have birthday anniversary and you can be sure
that it will bring a smile to the face of your loved ones click to my author s page
and check my other notebooks to find one which will suit you we have plenty of
notebooks in different styles and topics and you will undoubtedly find the perfect
one which can be a unique gift for you and for your partner friends or relatives
choose one of our different and exciting graphic projects and suprise everyone
around you

The Elephants in the Room
2019-07-09

if you live life without a net what happens when you fall kathleen cremonesi knew
early on she wanted to be different determined to avoid following in her mother s
footsteps to an ill fated marriage kathleen left oregon in her early 20s to travel
across europe on a whim this former administrative assistant with wanderlust took a
job as a dancer in a circus and working her way up became an ostrich riding shark
taming showgirl kathleen bonds with the exotic animals that could strike and kill at
any moment but instead bring her a peace she has never known and when she stumbles
into the arms of stefano the sexy elephant keeper she finds a man who understands
her wild spirit with thrilling prose and vivid descriptions kathleen takes the
reader around the mediterranean where she discovers unexpected friends and learns
how to cook forgive and love across language barriers

I Just Freaking Love Elephants Ok
2019-06-18

a soft cover journal featuring cute grey elephant with the words i love elephants
and turquoise hearts the pages inside include lined paper with an elephant border
you can use this for anything you like such as passwords diary stationary recipes
dreams and all your writing needs

Keep Calm And Love Elephants!
2015-05-01

a soft cover journal featuring cute grey elephant with the words i love elephants
and pink hearts the pages inside include lined paper with an elephant border you can
use this for anything you like such as passwords diary stationary recipes dreams and



all your writing needs

Love in the Elephant Tent
2019-03-25

a soft cover journal featuring cute grey elephant with the words i love elephants
and orange hearts the pages inside include lined paper with an elephant border you
can use this for anything you like such as passwords diary stationary recipes dreams
and all your writing needs

I Love Elephants
2019-03-25

makes a great gift for elephant lovers 5x8 size makes it the perfect notebook for
taking notes while at the zoo on safari or taking with you anywhere you go college
rule lined pages let you write lots of notes and drawings soft matte finish cover is
a joy to hold if you love elephants this is the perfect blank book for you

I Love Elephants
2019-03-25

this elephant quote journal notebook makes the ideal appreciation gift for any
family members or friends this elephant notebook features 110 blank pages and is 6 x
9 inches in size

I Love Elephants
2017-04-26

monkey loves her friends they are all so different lion has a shaggy mane elephant
has a looooong trunk and wildebeest has big horns but what does monkey have turn the
pages and watch the faces change in this playful board book about being proud of
what makes you different simply by turning the page the venetian movement causes the
animal s expressions to change in front of your eyes reading the humorous story and
watching the animated illustrations with your child will help them learn about
different facial expressions and the emotions they convey supports your child s
emotional intelligence builds cognitive skills celebrates uniqueness and self
acceptance

Peace Love Elephants - Lined Journal
2019-07-09

this elephant quote journal notebook makes the ideal appreciation gift for any
family members or friends this elephant notebook features 110 blank pages and is 6 x
9 inches in size

Eat Sleep Love Elephants Repeat
2020-01-21

this jungle journal features a classic elephant and boarder on the front cover a
replica icon on the back cover and features the elephant image as a watermark on



each page of the journal 75 gray lined pages full color glossy finish cover great
gift made in usa

I Love You, Elephant!
2019-05-09

the i just love elephants ok journal with lined pages is the perfect gift idea for
all elephant lovers this blank line journal can be used as a prayer journal
gratitude journal daily journal budget journal food diary or diary great for writing
down favorite or new recipes to try perfect for keeping track of to do lists grocery
lists goals milestones success poetry creative ideas and self care action plan
reflect on life and relieve stress this writing journal is the perfect gift idea for
birthdays holidays christmas kwanzaa or hanukkah 6 x 9 paperback 110 pages 55 sheets
beautiful glossy cover perfect for gift giving

Eat Sleep Love Elephants Repeat
2018-12-21

I Love Elephants
2018-10-07

I Just Love Elephants, Ok: Blank Line Journal
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